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4. BASICS OF PROJECT SYSTEMS IN R/3 

What is a Project? 

Projects are tasks with special characteristics:  

• They are generally complex, unique, and involve a high degree of risk. 

• They have precise goals, which are agreed on by you and the ordering party. 

• They are limited in duration and are cost and capacity intensive. 

• They are subject to certain quality requirements. 

• They are mostly of strategic importance for the company carrying them out. 

Projects are generally part of the internal processes of a company. To be able to control all tasks in 

project execution, you need an organisational form that is specific to the project and which is shared 

by all departments involved. 

To be able to carry out a project in its entirety, the project goals must be precisely described and the 

project activities to be carried out must be structured. A clearly and unambiguously structured 

project is the basis for its planning, monitoring, control and success.  

A project is structured: 

• According to how it is organised 

• According to the processes involved 

Organisation with the Work Breakdown Structure 

One of the first steps in project planning is to break down the work into tasks and set up a 

hierarchy. 

The criteria you use to classify and divide tasks vary depending on the type and complexity of the 

project 

In the Project System, you can plan the organisation of the work and people in your project with the 

work breakdown structure (WBS). 
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Processes with the Network 

One of the steps in project planning is determining the sequence in which the tasks will be 

performed. In this step, you determine which tasks are dependent on each other and which tasks 

require additional work or must be broken down further.  

In the Project System, you can plan the processes and the sequence of tasks with networks. 

What is a Work Breakdown Structure? 

The work breakdown structure (WBS) is a model of the project that organises project tasks into a 

hierarchy. 

• It is the functional basis for further planning steps in a project, for example, for process 

planning, cost planning, scheduling, capacity planning or costing, as well as project control.  

• It gives you a clear picture of the project and facilitates the co-ordination and 

implementation of the project from a management standpoint.  

• It shows the work involved in a project. 

How Does a Work Breakdown Structure Look Like? 

In a work breakdown structure, you describe the individual tasks and activities in the project as 

individual elements in a hierarchy. 

Depending on the phase of your project, you continue to break down the tasks and activities in 

your project, step-by-step, until you reach the level of detail necessary to carry it out. 

WBS Elements 

WBS elements are the only structural element in work breakdown structures. They describe either a 

certain task or a partial task that is subdivided further. 

Project Definition 

The project definition is the binding framework for all organisational elements within a project. 

You can also define non-binding start and finish dates for the project. 

When you create a work breakdown structure, the corresponding project definition is created 

automatically. 
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In the project definition, you can maintain default values for a project such as the settlement rule. 

The default values are copied for new WBS elements that you create for this project. 

What is a Network? 

A network represents the flow of a project or of a task within a project. You can graphically display 

various structural elements of a project and their interdependencies in the Project System.  

During the life of a project, networks are used as a basis for planning, analysing, controlling and 

monitoring schedules, dates and resources (e.g. materials, documents and drawings).  

The essential components of a network are: 

Activities 

An activity in a network contains following data: 

• the work center at which the activity is to be carried out 

• the duration of the activity 

• the start and finish dates for the activity 

• the resources required to carry out the activity 

• texts and documents describing the activity 

Project related terminology 

Activity 

Within a network, a task that has a defined time for start and finish. One activity may be subdivided 

into activity elements. 

The Project System includes three categories of activities: 

Internal activities, which describe the activities performed inside our company 

External activities, which describe the activities performed outside of our company 

General Costs Activity, with which general costs, incurred during the life of the project, are 

planned. Examples of these costs include travel expenses, insurance, royalties. 

Cost Element Planning 

Planning costs on a cost center network or project. 
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Example: Input of budget calculation for a project. 

Network  

A network contains instructions on how to carry out activities in a specific way, in a specific 

order, and in a specific time period. The basic elements of a network include activities and 

relationships. In a project, networks serve as basis of planning, controlling, and monitoring 

of schedules, costs ad resources. Data can be reconciled with the WBS. 

Project Definition 

The framework laid down for all the objects created within a project. It contains data, such 

as dates and organisational data, binding for the entire project. 

Project Structure 

All significant relationships between the objects in a project. 

Scheduling 

Network scheduling determines the earliest and latest start dates for activities and the 

network, floats and calculates capacity requirements. 

Following methods of scheduling the network are available:- 

Backward scheduling, where the latest start and finish dates for the activities are calculated 

backward, starting from the basic finish date. 

Forward scheduling, where the earliest start and finish dates for the activities are calculated 

forward, starting from the basic start date. 

Settlement rule 

Settlement rules are used to determine to whom and how the costs or revenues incurred for 

the WBS element are settled. 

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 

WBS consists of a hierarchical model of tasks to be performed in a project and gives an 

overview of the whole project. It forms the basis for organisation and co-ordination of a 

project. The work, time and costs involved in project are contained in the WBS and it is also 

used to plan dates, costs and budget. 
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WBS element 

WBS elements are the individual structure elements in the WBS. The term describes a 

concrete task or partial task, which can be subdivided further. 

WBS elements may have following characteristics:- 

Account Assignment element, to which you can post actual costs and commitments 

Billing element, to which you can post customer invoices. You can post revenues only in the billing 

element 

Planning element, in which you can perform cost planning. 

Three ways to manage projects in SAP R/3 

In the current version you can process your projects either via Project Builder, Project Planning 

Board or Structure Planning. 

Project Builder 

The Project Builder is the new method of accessing the Project System, which integrates all the 

application-specific functions necessary for processing your projects. 

Its screen is split into three areas (see also below) which provides you with an overview of all the 

objects and projects that interest you.  

Context sensitive menus (i.e. menu that comes up with right-hand mouse button), Drag & Drop and 

the capability to define your own work list and templates pool, further accelerate your work with 

projects 

In the Project Builder 

• You can create, change or display all project structure data in one transaction.  

• All the overview and detail screens from structure planning are available. You can also go 

to: 

• Graphic views (hierarchy and network graphic) 

• The project planning board with all its overviews  
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• You can define a user-specific work list and a user-specific templates pool, which you can 

then use to process your projects.  

• The hierarchy of your current project is displayed in a separate screen area, while you are 

editing it.  

• You can make user-specific changes to the settings, to suit your way of working.  

 

Project Builder is divided into three screen areas: 

 

Structure tree:- 

The structure tree displays the project object (project definition, WBS element, activity, and 

milestone) that you have selected in its hierarchical context. You can change the dependencies and 

assignments of individual project objects in the structure tree manually (using Drag & Drop). You 

can also create or delete project objects. In the user-specific options you can specify how many 

hierarchy levels are splayed expanded in the structure tree. Additionally you can choose whether 

you want to see a preview of the last project you have processed, when enter the Project Builder.  

Worklist/Templates:- 

In this screen area you have access to both the work list and the templates  

Worklist and 

templates 

Structure 

Tree 
Work Area 
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You can store user-specifically frequently used project data (project definitions, networks, and 

WBS elements) in the work list, so that you can access them quickly later. Furthermore, a list of 

the last five projects that you have worked on is always displayed in the work list.  

The templates are available during processing to create new objects or structures in the current 

project by.  

• Adding new project objects  

• Copying existing project structures  

• Copying from standard project structures  

You can also change the templates screen area user-specifically. When you start the Project Builder, 

the work list is displayed. However, when you open a project, the system automatically switches to 

the Templates screen area. When you are working on a project, you can switch between the work 

list and the templates by choosing the relevant pushbutton. 

Work Area 

In the work area, you see detailed view of the object selected in the structure tree. You can also 

directly access overviews of subordinate objects. Here you can execute all the business transactions 

for project co-ordination and execution. You can always move between the detailed view of the 

selected object and the overviews of the subordinate objects.  

The following functions are available as pushbuttons in Project Builder: 

Button  Function Effect 

 
Back You return to the screen you processed last in the work area. 

 
Forward If you used the Back button, you go forwards again by 

clicking this button. 

 Project planning board You go directly to the project planning board. You can 

return to Project Builder by clicking Back button. 

 
Network structure 

graphic 

The network structure graphic appears. 

 
Hierarchy graphic The hierarchy graphic for WBS elements appears. 
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Display <> Change You can switch between change and display modes. 

 
Mass change The system goes to field selection screen for mass changes. 

Project Planning Board 

The project planning board allows integrated processing of your project, giving you a 

graphic overview of the project objects. In the graphic interface you can create, edit and 

evaluate all the data for a project. You can change the appearance of the project planning 

board to suit your individual needs and taste. 

             Layout of the Project Planning Board 

The Gantt chart is the basis of the project planning board. The project planning board 

consists of a table area and a graphic area. It displays the hierarchical structure of the project 

and the corresponding dates. You edit your project in the Gantt chart .The Gantt chart and 

the overviews consist of a table and a graphic area. 

There is a legend for the Gantt chart, which explains what the various colours and symbols 

in the table and graphic areas mean. To display the legend for the Gantt chart, choose Extras 

> Legend.  

Table Area 

The table area on the left-hand side of the Gantt chart contains information that describes the 

objects in the graphic area. You can display up to 16 columns (fields), for more information 

about these objects.  

Graphic Area 

The graphic area presents the schedule of the project and the dates for individual objects.  

Symbols for Project Structures 

Following icons are used in version 4.6 to describe project objects: 

 Icon Description 

  Project definition 

  WBS element 
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Network 

  Activity 

  Activity elements 

 
 

Relationship 

  Material / Components 

  Milestones 

 
 

PS texts 

 
 

Documents 
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5. Project Process Flow:  

 
SAP Trans 
Code 
 

 
Process / 
Purpose 
 

 
Description of the process in 
SAP 
 

 
Responsibilities 

Project Initiation 
 

 

CJ93 
 

Display Standard 
Project 

Display the WBS elements 
assigned correctly in Project 
structure. Check Billing Element is 
ticked to Only one level 2 WBS for 
Production. 
 

Project Engineer  

CN03 Display Standard 
Network 

Display standard Network and 
activities as per requirement 
check for WBS assignments in the 
Total tab of activities. 
 

Project Engineer 

CJ20N 
 

Project Builder You can create Project Manually 
or copy from standard template 
Change Text for Project definition, 
Level 1 WBS and Network Header 
which indicates the Project name. 
 

Project Engineer 

CJ20N 
 

Make changes in 
WBS 
 
 

Make changes or edits to an 
existing project. Once a project 
has been created and resides in 
the SAP system, it may become 
necessary to make changes to the 
project structure or to individual 
WBS elements, descriptions, etc. 
An existing project may need to be 
changed for several reasons. The 
project may have WBS elements 
that need to be added, modified or 
edited. The SAP system allows 
changes to be saved. 
 

Project Engineer 

CJ40 Manual Cost 
Planning 

Manual Project cost planning is to 
be done with respect to WBS level 
will be the rough cut planned cost 
of the project. 

Project Engineer 

CJ20N Cost Planning Project cost planning is to be done 
with network costing. The 
material/ Service which you assign 
to the activity the Price of the 
material/service will be the 
planned cost of the project. 
 

Project Engineer 
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CJ20N Project Scheduling Click on the icon Project Planning 

Board.  
Select Duration field of WBS enter 
duration & start date. Repeat for 
all activity level WBS. 
Select all click on the Scheduling 
icon. System will determine the 
Finish dates for project. 
 

Project Engineer 

Project Budgeting  
 

 

CJ30 Create Budget Select project code.  
Put budgeted amount in front of 
the WBS. 
Total up the budget value. 
Save the project 

Project Manager 

CJ32 Release budget Select project code.  
Put released amount in front of the 
WBS. 
Total up the budget value. 
Save the project 

Finance Officer  

CJ37 Supplement Budget Select project code.  
Put released amount in front of the 
WBS. 
Total up the budget value. 
Save the project 

Project Manager 

CJ32 Release budget Select project code.  
Put released amount in front of the 
WBS. 
Total up the budget value. 
Save the project 

Finance Officer 

Release Project 
 

 

CJ20N Release WBS Release the budgeted WBS for 
creation of Purchase request, FI 
postings.  
Pl check that the enough budget is 
released for the WBS before 
releasing the WBS because even 
though you release the WBS 
system will carry out availability 
check before creating Purchase 
order. 

Project Manager 

CJ20N Release Activity Release Activity. 
 

Project Manager 

CJ20N Actual Start Put Actual Start date for WBS & 
activities. 

Project Engineer 

Project Execution 
 

 

CJ20N / Service requisition Service requisition will be Project Engineer 
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ME51N generated for budgeted & 
released WBS or activities. 

CJ20N / 
ME51N 

Material Requisition Material requisition will be 
generated for budgeted & 
released WBS or activities. 

Project Engineer 

MD51 MRP Run On WBS. Check in MD04 for the particular 
material BOM the MRP run is not 
carried out. Then go for the MRP 
run on WBS. Before that check for 
Released budget as well as BOM 
attached to activity. 

Project Engineer 

ME21N Purchase orders will 
be created. 

Purchase orders will be created in 
against the Purchase requisitions 
generated during MRP or directly 
thru CJ20N. 

Purchase Department  

MIGO / ML81N Goods Receipt  / 
Service Entry Sheet 

Goods Receipt or Service Entry 
will be created against the 
Purchase Order    

Store Department / Project 
Engineer  

CO01 Production Orders 
will be created. 

Production Orders will be created 
against the planned order 
generated during MRP run. 

Production Engineer 

F-47 Request for 
payment   
(Cash/Bank 
payments) 
 

Payment request needed to be 
done thru this transaction with 
account assignment to 
corresponding WBS number. 

Account Department 

CJ20N Actual finish date Put the actual finish date for the 
WBS. 

Project Engineer 

Project Closure  
 

 

CJ20N Technical 
Completion 

Work completion for WBS /Activity 
can be indicated by status 
Technically Complete. 

Project Manager 

CJ20N Activity confirmation  Put activity confirmation. Project Manager 
 

CJ02 Project allow to 
close 

User status will be changed to 
Allow to close. 

Project Manager 
 

CJ88 / AIAB Project / WBS 
Settlement  

Project / WBS settled at the end of 
period partially or fully. 
 

Account Department 

CJ20N Change system 
status of 
Project to Close 

System status CLSD for all WBS 
elements. 
 

Project Manager 
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6. Create Project Template 

Overview 

Trigger:  Standard Project Templates to be created. 

A project may be created from a standard project template. The first step is to create a standard project 
template with the related standard WBS element and the Standard Network. 
 

Business Process Description Overview 

 
A Project definition for a standard project contains limited information that applies to all projects of a given 
type. Other field information will be left blank so that it can be changed depending on the particular 
project being created. 

 

 

Input - Required Fields Field Value / Comments 

 
Project definition (number)  
 
Also needed: 
Corresponding name of the project 
definition 

 
The number of the project for which the header is to be 
displayed. 
 
The project name goes in the field to the right of the project 
definition number 

  

 

Output - Results Comments 

 
Standard Template for given type of 
project. 
 

 
This creates a template for the project definition and for its related 
standard WBS elements. 

  

 

Tips and Tricks 

When creating standard templates, you will see all SAP-available fields. AMW Projects does not need many 

of these fields on their projects. Thus, the unneeded fields are hidden when creating projects from scratch.  

Procedural Steps 

Create Standard Project and WBS  

Access transaction by: 
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Via Menus Logistics or Acct> Project System > Basic Data > Standard 
Templates >Standard WBS >Create 

  

Via Transaction Code CJ91 

On “SAP R/3 Screen”, enter information in the fields as specified in the table below: 

 
 

Press ENTER or if you put Transaction code click on  Green Check icon to advance to the next screen. 

On the "SAP R/3” Screen and Tab labeled "General", enter information in the fields as specified in the table 
below: 
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Field Name Description R/O/C User Action and Values Comments 

 
Standard Project 
Definition 

 
Standard Project Definition 
needed to be entered. 
Input should be within the range  
NPD- XXX-0000-XX-XX-XX-XX  
 

 
 

R 

 
This should by a unique 
number of for the 
Project template. 

 

 
Project Profile  

 
Different profiles are created, 
as per type of project choose 
appropriate project profile 
 

 
R 

 
Select from List. 
 

 

 
(NOTE:  On the above table, in column “R/O/C”; “R”=Required, “O”=Optional, “C”=Conditional) 

Find Open project Number for Standard Template  

 

Click on open Number 
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Here a Window will popup in which we have to put the starting number range of the project. 

 

 

 

 

Enter only Initial no as  

NPD-CWL-0001 and Press Find 

icon 
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Proposed Open  No will be 

suggested by system   
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NOTE: 
Here we can copy the Standard template from the Old template and we can make changes as per our need.  
Once you enter and Project Definition will be created in the System. System will brings you to next screen. 
 

 
 

Enter in the Project Definition description (name) in the box right of the Project Definition number. 
 
This example shows “Standard Template for Cowl” however, to make it easier to find 
Standard templates in production, name the project as “Standard Project Template – XXXXX”. 
 
 

Project Name For template 

Enter Buisnee Area 
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Then click the green check box. 
Notice that you are required to fill in the Business Area. The Business Area you select will become the 
default value for the standard project. However, in project where the Business Area changes, the default 
value for Business Area of the actual project would generally have to be changed to match the actual 
Business Area of the project being created. 

No other entries are required. Thus, click on the WBS Element Overview Tab . 
Once you click on WBS Overview following screen will be appeared. 
 

 

In this screen we have to enter WBS elements for standard project depends on the scope of Work to be 
handled in the project.  
In the Column 
 
Note:  

In Order to Quick Copy paste of the data. Select the Options tab   in this select the Option of Quick Copy 
paste. To Copy the data select it with left click of mouse and to paste right click at required position.  
 
Enter WBS element number as required at respective WBS level. 
 
Eg. 
For Level 1 WBS— NPD-XXX-00000 -- (This Number will be same as Project Definition Number) 
For Level 2 WBS— NPD-XXX-00000-XX 
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For Level 3 WBS— NPD-XXX-00000-XX-XX 
For Level 4 WBS— NPD-XXX-00000-XX-XX-XX 
For Level 5 WBS— NPD-XXX-00000-XX-XX-XX-XX 

 

 
 

The Level column above shows level of WBS  
In WBS element column we have to enter WBS Number as required in project structure. 
In Description we have to enter the Text for WBS Number. 
 
Note: To simplify the process we can use Quick cut and paste method in which you make settings in option 

.Select the text as shown with Blue color and paste in the required cell by right click. 

 
Once project details are entered in the list we have to go for changing WBS level as per requirement. 
Te project structuring we  are doing in such way  so that we can use these structures effectively during 
Project planning and execution phase. 
 
We can observe in above screen the level coumn gets disable as we pressed enter.If you want to put more 
WBS elements you can scroll down and make the required inputs.  
 
The Top level WBS is Project WBS and it will be only one in One project. At level two and level three 
depends scope of work involved. 
 
As we created all WBS elements at level 1 we have to stage some of them at second and third level. This we 
can achieve through following steps. 
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Save the Project with Ctrl + S or clicking on  
 
Once the Standard Project is Saved System will bring you to Starting Screen of CJ91. 
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7. Create Standard Network :  

Access transaction by: 

Via Menus Logistics or Acct> Project System > Basic Data > Standard Templates > 
Standard Network >Create 

  

Via Transaction Code CN01 

On “SAP R/3 Screen”, enter information in the fields as specified in the table below: 

 

Press ENTER or if you put Transaction code click on  Green Check icon to advance to the next screen. 

As we enter in CN01 screen. 
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Network is group of activities. 
Select AMW Standard Network Profile as shown below. 

 

 
 
After selection Enter. The next screen will be as shown 
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As you make appropriate selections from selection Menu at respective entries once you enter 
 
In this screen go to the Total Tab where we have to maintain all activities to be entered in Standard 
structure. 
 
Here as you enter any activity you have to maintion the WBS against which the activity is to be allocated. 
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Total activities  
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8. Create Project Structure: 

Trigger:  Once a project is identified for planning and execution, the same need to be created as a project 

structure in the system. The Project structure thus created will be used to monitor the progress of the project 

during its execution. 

Business Process Description Overview 

 
The person responsible for the Project creates the Project Definition, WBS (Work Break Down structure), 
network and activities in the system. 
 

 

Output - Results Comments 

 
Project Created. 

 
Project is created with Project Number 
 

 
Procedural Steps 

Create Project in Project Builder 

Access transaction by: 

 

Via Menus Logistics or Acct> Project System > Project  > Project builder 
CJ20N 

  

Via Transaction Code CJ20N 

On “SAP R/3 Screen”, enter information in the fields as specified in the table below: 
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Press ENTERS or if you put Transaction code click on  Green Check icon to advance to the next screen. 
 
As you executes this transaction initial Project Builder screen will be appeared. 

 
 
As we are going to create a new project in CJ20N we can go Project > New > Project from Header Menu Or 

we will select   and from the drop down menu we can select Project.  
 

Header Menu  

Title Bar 

To Create New Project 

To Open Old project from list 

List of last five projects executed 
earlier by User 
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System will bring you to Project definition detailed screen. In which we have to select the system no which is 

been suggested as per the numbering schema for Project code. A detailed sequence of operations is shown 

on next page. 
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Click on this icon 
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We are checking for the open 
number for Project. 
Put Start value of the project 
code according to which 
system will propose the Open 
number which can be used for 
the project 

After clicking on  
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System Proposed Number 
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Once you press Enter Project definition will be visible on Overview screen 
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Enter Plant  and check valid business area 
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Enter valid MRP controller 
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Enter Network type ZPS4 
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Project will be displayed as below depended on the standard project template. 
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Here we created project in CJ20N form standard template i.e. Project Builder. 
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9. Craete Cost Planning: 

Overview 

Trigger:  Cost planning deals with the costs you expect to incur in connection with your project as it is 

executed.  

Business Process Description Overview 

 
Manual cost planning is important to enter the costs, activities, and business processes you expect to 
occur as your project is executed. You can use cost planning to compare plan and actual costs and 
analyze variances. 
 

 

Input - Required Fields Field Value / Comments 

Project Definition Enter the Project Definition number 

Version “1” 

Output - Results Comments 

The output is Cost Plan saved. Cost Plan Saved for Version “1” 

 

Tips and Tricks 

NA 

Procedural Steps 

Access transaction by: 

Via Menus SAP Menu -> Logistics -> Project System -> Financial -> Planning -> 
Cost in WBS -> Overall values ->Change 

Via Transaction Code CJ40 

 
Create Cost Planning: 
 
Purpose: 
Cost planning deals with the costs you expect to incur in connection with your project as it is executed. 
Manual cost planning is important to enter the costs, activities, and business processes you expect to occur 
as your project is executed. You can use cost planning to compare plan and actual costs and analyze 
variances. 
Cost planning has different aims at different stages of the project: 
At the concept and rough planning stage, cost planning acts as the base for an initial cost estimate.  

• At the approval stage, it forms the basis for the budget allocation.  
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• During project execution, you use cost planning to monitor and control cost variances. 
The WBS elements where you want to calculate costs must be flagged as planning elements. You set the 
relevant indicator in the Project Builder WBS overview, in the Basic Data tab page. 
 
1. Enter the CJ40 Transaction 
Enter necessary data.  
This brings you to the screen Change Cost Planning: WBS Element Overview. 
 
 

 
 
After entering above necessary data 
Enter 
 
           Imp Note: Cost planning always to be done in “Version 1” 
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1. The cost planning business transaction is allowed only on the WBS elements that are ready for 
input. Enter the planned cost into WBS. 

2. Choose Edit ->Total Up.  
3. The Total up dialog box appears. Then total up the annual values.  
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The year fields already contain the years for which the planning profile envisages cost planning. 
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2. Choose , or Press enter.  
On the screen Change Cost Planning: WBS Element Overview,  
The structure plan value for a WBS element is overwritten with the total of structure plan values, cost 
element plan values, and unit costing from the WBS levels directly subordinate to it. 
 

1. Choose , or using the quick info text Check (Ctrl+F12). 

 
The Structure Planning: Display Message dialog box appears.  
A list is displayed, showing the WBS elements where there are planning errors. You can access error logs 
for the WBS elements. The logs explain what caused the errors. 
 

Save the cost planning with , or using quick info text Save (Ctrl+S).  

Important Note: 

The bottom-up procedure is used hence the planned values in the lower planning elements are totaled up to 

the superior WBS element in the hierarchy on clicking the “check” button. 
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10. Project Scheduling: 

Overview 

Trigger:    Project scheduling is done for the Date planning of the Project activities. 

As a standard practice we are going to create project in project builder. In some cases it may happen we 

have to create a new project in project builder itself also we have to do some editing work in Project builder. 

The purpose of date scheduling is to determine the duration of phases in a project, which events are 

particularly important for the schedule, float times, and critical paths. You enter dates in the work breakdown 

structures and individual networks. You can check and change them in all stages of a project 

Business Process Description Overview 

 
Project scheduling is part of Project Planning. During the planning phase the concerned person should 
plan the possible planned dates for start and finish of respective activity so that the project schedule 
overrun should be noticed. 
 
Project schedule is done at activity levels and it get copied to the WBS. The overall duration of the entire 
project can be seen at project definition level. 
  

 

Input - Required Fields Field Value / Comments 
 
CJ20N 
 
 

 
The transaction process for creating a sponsored project 
combines multiple 
steps into a group of related screens. The inputs are dependent 
upon the type of projects being created. Projects contain two 
sections: A Project Definition and one or more Work Breakdown 
Structure elements (WBS elements). The Project Definition 
contains information applicable to the entire project. The WBS 
elements will be used to post actual revenues and costs. 
 
This transaction is also used to reopen projects. 
 

 

Output - Results Comments 

 
Project scheduling is carried out. 
 

 
The planned Start and finish dates for the activities are scheduled. 
These dates will be the basic dates for project.  

  

 

Tips and Tricks 

NA 
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Procedural Steps 

Create Scheduling in Project Builder 

Access transaction by: 

 

Via Menus Logistics or Acct> Project System > Project  > Project builder 

CJ20N 

  

Via Transaction Code CJ20N 

On “SAP R/3 Screen”, enter information in the fields as specified in the table below: 

 

 
 
 

Press ENTER or  if you put Transaction code click on  Green Check icon to advance to the next screen. 
 
As you execute this transaction initial Project Builder screen will be appeared. In this screen we should  
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The Project Planning Board will be as shown below. 

Note :  
 
If we put start date and duration for the activity the finshed date for the same activity will be calculated by 
system.But the start date will be the Constraint for the activity means the execution of the same should be 
start on this date.In case of some critical activities we can use this functionality where Sart or finish date is 
critical so that during rescheduling system should shedule with reference to these dates. 
 
Enter the Duration as shown below. 
 
A pen like icon will appear as cursor select the activity Start or Finish and drag it to successor or 
predecessor activity. 
 
As shown below. 
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Depend on the duration you put in the activity the corresponding Horiza=ontal bar will be platted in Gantt 
Chart. 
Now we have to make relations among the activities thes relation ships.  

� Relationships determine the chronological sequence of the individual activities in a network (or 
standard network). You can enter additional data (such as a time interval or factory calendar) on the 
detail screen of each relationship.  

� In the network structure graphic, you can display relationships "time dependently", in order to 
illustrate the logical sequence of events. By default, all relationships are displayed as FS 
relationships in the network structure graphic.  
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Activity relationships are like SF-Start and Finish,SS – Start and Start , FF- Finish to Finish and FS- Finish to 
Start. 

Relationships in activity are maintained with   icon at header. 

 
Date Contraints can be Defined as follows 
 
You can specify time constraints for the start and finish of an activity. When you schedule a network, the 
system takes the constraints on the start and finish dates and times that you specified into account. 
The table shows which time constraints can be entered for start and finish dates: 
 

Activity start Activity finish 

Must start on... Must finish on... 

Cannot start before ... Cannot finish before... 

Cannot start later ... Cannot finish later... 

Start from resource planning Finish from confirmation 

  
Assign relationship between two activities  
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select the project for which we are going to schedule. After opening the project Click on   this will takes 

you to  Project Planning Board. 
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Click on Project 

Planning Board 
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As scheduleing is carried out WBS will get planned dates . and project duration will be changed. 
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Here we maintained Relations between three activities shown by Black arrow. 

For project scheduling select all WBS and activities in Project with    so that all objects will be selected 

with  at the left side of screen. 

Now go to  to schedule the Project. 

As schedulein is carried out WBS will get planned dates . and project duration will be changed. 

We  define different dates at every level of the project (project definition, network, activities, and activity 

elements). 

We can adjust these dates in the project hierarchy using either top-down or bottom-up planning. 

The following types of dates are available in the system, and occur at all levels: 

1. Basic dates are defined manually, and are often binding for lower-level objects.  
Activities can be fixed by means of time constraints. 

2. Scheduled dates (or earliest and latest dates for activities) are determined automatically 
when network activities are scheduled. Scheduled dates are determined for WBS elements 
by summarizing the scheduling data of the corresponding activities. 
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3. In the realization phase of the project, actual dates are set by entering actual dates for 
WBS elements, or by confirming activities. 

4. Forecast dates are a means of storing a specific scheduling scenario for information 
purposes. 

Note :  

� In projects with networks, you can use network scheduling to derive the dates of activities and WBS 
elements automatically. 

� Using the project planning board, you can select WBS elements, and schedule the activities 
assigned to them. The scheduling parameters determine how the activities are scheduled. 

� Networks are always scheduled forwards. The system determines the earliest dates of the activities 
by means of forward scheduling., and the latest dates by means of backward pass. 

� The differences between the earliest and latest dates of an activity are referred to as floats. If these 
are less than or equal to zero, the activity is termed "critical". 

� The dates of the assigned activities are summarized to give the scheduled dates of the WBS 
elements (thin time bars in the project planning board). 

� The dates scheduled in the WBS structure can be copied to the basic dates of the WBS elements, 
for the purpose of extrapolating them up the project hierarchy.  

� A network is always scheduled forward and backward. The scheduling type specifies whether 
forward scheduling or backward scheduling is carried out first.  

� Forward scheduling calculates the earliest start and finish dates for the activities (earliest dates). A 
start activity is a network activity that does not have a predecessor. The start date is the start date in 
the network header or the start date determined from backward scheduling. 

� Backward scheduling calculates the latest start and finish dates for all the activities (latest dates). A 
target activity is a network activity that does not have a successor. The start date is the finish date in 
the network header or the finish date determined from forward scheduling. 

� You can maintain constraints for the start and finish of activities and / or activity elements. 

� Constraints can be relevant for both the earliest and the latest dates. 

� You can maintain constraints for basic and forecast sets of dates.  
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11. Assigning Material to Project: 

Overview 

Trigger   :   During the Project life cycle procurement and production of material is an important phase. This 

phase will get initiated with assignment of Material at subassembly level. 

Business Process Description Overview 

 
As we generated Project with all activities required to complete the project. During the Project life cycle 
variety of material is been procured as well as produced at different stages of project. The material type 
varies from Finished material, semi finished to row materials, BOM etc. Material planned in the WBS is 
the basis for planned cost of the project. The requirement of the material is assigned at this stage in order 
to complete the project. 
 

 

Input - Required Fields Field Value / Comments 

 
Project Definition  
 
Material Number 
 
Quantity  
 

 
Project definition code is to be entered  For eg. NPD-CWL-0003 
 
Material code  
 
Required Quantity 

 

Output - Results Comments 

 
Material will be assigned to the 
Project. 
 

 
When material is assigned to the project a temporary reservation 
will be created for the material in the project and will be part of 
planned cost for the project. 

  

 

Tips and Tricks 

• Check out the material with description – This is the Number AMW Industries is going to follow for 
initial reference. 

 

Procedural Steps 

Change Project 

Access transaction by: 
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Via Menus Logistics > Project System  > Project  >  CJ20N Project Builder 

  

Via Transaction Code CJ20N 

On “SAP R/3 Screen”, enter information in the fields as specified in the table below: 

 

 
 

Press ENTER or if you put Transaction code click on  Green Check icon to advance to the next screen. 
 
The Next screen will be as below, 
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Click on Component 
Overview 
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Click on F4 list of Material 
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Here you have to select the Material required to be attached to the selected activity. 
 
Note :  
 
As shown in above dark square in Material Procurement indicator.Here we have to select the 
produrement indicator as shown below 
 
PF—For material reservation For procurement thru MRP run 
ZPF—For Advanced Procurement 
ZPR--- Purchase requisition for Raw material  
 
After selecting the material what kind of procurement you want to carry out will be decided on this. 
 
Select the required material from list as follows. 
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The selected material will get displayed as shown.Enter the required quantity and procurement indicator. 
The default procurement indicator is PF i.e. reservation for WBS. 
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Once you make yor selections and press Enter you can see the Material is updated in Overview screen. 
Here we allocated the required material to our project. 
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12. Assigning Service activities to Project: 

Overview 

Trigger   :   During the Project life cycle procurement and production of services is an important activity and 

based on this activity project costing and progress is also related.  

Business Process Description Overview 

 
Service Activity: Service procurement is a important activity in AMW industries. As most of the fabrication 
and labor work carried out in AMW is through external resources. The commonly hired services 
fabrication, labor work, painting of structures, transportation, loading and unloading etc. With reference to 
this service requirement will be generated in the form of Purchase requisition to generate purchase order. 
 

 

Input - Required Fields Field Value / Comments 

 
Project Definition  
 

 
Project definition code is to be entered  For eg. NPD-XXX-0003 
 

 

Output - Results Comments 

 
Service activities will be created. 
 
 
 

 
Service activities will be planned for the project with help of these 
we can trigger purchase requisition for procurement process. 

 

Tips and Tricks 

NA  

Procedural Steps 

Change Project 

Access transaction by: 

Via Menus Logistics > Project System  > Project  >  CJ20N Project Builder 

  

Via Transaction Code CJ20N 
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On “SAP R/3 Screen”, enter information in the fields as specified in the table below: 

 
 

 

Press ENTER or if you put Transaction code click on  Green Check icon to advance to the next screen. 
 
Open the project in which we have to make changes and select the WBS under which we have to enter 
service activity. 
 

 

Select Total Tab and Select radio button for Services which have externally procured. Here the external processing 

activities means the activities to be carried out with the help of external resources.Then press Enter. 
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Here the external processing activities means the activities to be carried out with the help of external resources. 
Service detail as screen will be as shown below, 
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We can select services from service master , Quantity of service required. 

Gross price will be be fetched if mantaind in service master otherwise can be maintained manually here the 

net price for this activity will be the planned cost for the WBS. 

 

 

Press  for the project builder screen. 
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To generate purchase requisition activity must be released. 

Purchase requisition number will be generated after saving the project. The Requisition number can be seen 

project builder upon reopening the project. 

To generate purchase requisition activity must be released. 

 

 

 

Complete the data like Purch Org, 

Purch Group and Material group 
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Cost get rollup from activitiy to lower level WBS and from lower level to higher level. 

Purchase requisition number will be generated after saving the project. The Requisition number can be seen project 

builder upon reopening the project. 
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13. Project Budgeting: 

Overview 

Trigger   :   Budget allocation for a project is generally preceded by a cost plan that provides the initial basis 
for determination and allocation of the budget. If you do not want to use planning values as budget values, 
you can enter the budget directly in the WBS elements. 
 
Distribute the total budget (using the top-down method) to the individual elements in the work breakdown 
structure. 
 

Business Process Description Overview 

 
In order to put a budgetary control on project expenses budget needed to be defined. This purpose is 
solved with project budgeting functionalities. Based on the initial cost plan budgeting is done Once the 
expenses are reached to the budget amount further postings for the Object will be restricted thru 
availability control. 
The initial budget then can be supplemented, transferred from one WBS to other, budget return are also 
possible  in case of budgeting functionality in Electromech industries. 
 

 

Input - Required Fields Field Value / Comments 

 
Project Definition  
 

 
Project definition code is to be entered  For eg.NPD-CWL-0003 

 

Output - Results Comments 

 
Budget is allocated to concerned 
WBS. 

 
Budget gets allocated as well as availability control is active for 
expense control. 

  

 

Tips and Tricks 

• Budget amount reference can be taken from Planned cost column in Original budget transaction. 

• Budget related notes can be attached with reason for budgeting. 
 

Procedural Steps 

Create Budget for Project  

Access transaction by: 
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Via Menus Logistics > Project System  > Financials  > Budgeting > Original 
budget > CJ30 Change 

  

Via Transaction Code CJ30 

On “SAP R/3 Screen”, enter information in the fields as specified in the table below: 

 
 
 

Press ENTER or if you put Transaction code click on  Green Check icon to advance to the next screen. 
 
The Next screen will be as below, 
 

 

Budget change and 

Display CJ30 and CJ31 
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We have to select the project number for which we are going to carry out the project budgeting. The 
initial Budget for project will be entered thru CJ30. 
 
In the next screen we have one budget input column. Here we have to enetr the Budget amount. 
The next coumne shows us currenet project and next to it there is Planned total versions this is 
planned cost in Project.In similar way there is one more column assigned amount it shows 
against the WBS how much amount is assigned thru Purchase order or Purchase requisitions. 
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You can able to craete budget on Planned total version 1 
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Enter the Budget amount against the WBS element as shown below and Press Enter. 
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The Budgeting business transaction is allowed only on the WBS elements that are ready for input, and 

thus can be budgeted. Distribute the available budget to the individual WBS elements. To distribute the 

budget go to Edit and Total up the budget amount so that it will get distributed across the project and for 

specified time span. 

To check your budgeting your. To check budget, choose . If Budget procedure is followed correctly 

system will show No errors with message  at bottom of screen 

and we can save the budget by clicking on  or CTRL + S  

Entering Budget Texts  

You can enter short, explanatory texts and/or long, descriptive texts for a project budget, or for 

chosen and selected WBS elements. 

1. In the WBS Element Overview, choose Goto ® Document text.  
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1. As an alternative or as a supplement, you can enter a long text. 
Enter a name for the text that you wish to store in the Long text field, and choose Continue.  
The system informs you that this text was not found.  

2. Choose Continue.  
A dialog box appears, in which you are asked if you wish to create the text for the first time.  

3. Choose Yes.  
The SAP script Editor appears. Which is shown in next screen shot. 

 

Save the document so that it will attached to the budget and then press   to return to Original screen. 
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We can use following transaction codes for various budgetary options. 

Transaction Code  Budget Type 

CJ37 Supplement Budget 

CJ38 Budget Return 

 

Important Note:  
 
After you allocate budget to a WBS element for the first time, the system status budgeted is set for the WBS 
element. The system status remains if you remove the budget from the WBS element. 
 
If the system status is budgeted, the following activities are prohibited: 
 

• Deletion of WBS elements  
Reassignment of WBS elements and all subordinate objects. 
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14. Release Budget: 

Overview 

Trigger: It is required to release the project budget. 

Business Process Overview 

 
Appropriate authority in the department will review the budget allocated and release the budget. 
 

 

Input - Required Fields Field Value / Comments 

 

Project Definition 
 

 

Enter the project definition 

 

Output – Results Comments 
 

Project Modified. 

 

Project is changed with Project Number 

 

 

Release Budget: 

On screen “SAP Easy Access”:  enter the transaction code ‘CJ32’ & press ‘Enter’: 

Access transaction by: 

Via Menus SAP Menu -> Logistics -> Project System -> Financial -> 

Budgeting -> Original Budget -> Change 

Via Transaction Code CJ32 

 

Following screen appears. 
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After entering the “Release “tab or entering “Project Def. text box” appears “Change Release Screen”. 

 

Follow the same procedure like CJ30 and enter the Release Amount. 
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Budget Supplement: 

If the funds provided are not sufficient, the system enables you to use budget supplements, which can be 

used on the project.  

There are two types of supplement for projects 

1. In The Project 
2. To The Project 

Making Budget Supplements in Projects: 

Use: 

You make a supplement in a project in the same way as manual budget allocation: The values are entered 

and displayed hierarchically on the WBS. You can allocate supplements to the total budget. 

Access transaction by: 

Via Menus SAP Menu -> Logistics -> Project System -> Financial -> 

Budgeting -> Supplement -> Change 

Via Transaction Code CJ37 

 

On screen “SAP Easy Access”:  enter the transaction code ‘CJ37’ & press ‘Enter’: 
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Following screen appears. 

 

1. Enter the required data and choose Supplement 
Change Supplement: WBS Element Overview screen appears.  

Enter Project 

Definition 

Click to Supplement 
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1. Enter the corresponding data.  

Only the WBS elements where the Budget supplement business transaction is allowed are ready for 

input. 

2. The system displays the updated view as well as the supplements, for example, the Distributed 
value. 
Totaling up, adjustment, and other functions in budget allocation, are available for supplements in 
the project.  

3. Save your supplements. 

Return Budget in Project: 

You make a return in a project in the same way as manual budget allocation: The values are entered and 

displayed hierarchically on the WBS. 

You can return total budget and / or individual annual budgets. The order in which you do this is not 

important, similar to budget allocation. 

Enter the Budget 

Supplement Amount 

which is to be added 

in Original Budget 
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Access transaction by: 

Via Menus SAP Menu -> Logistics -> Project System -> Budgeting -> Return -> in 

Project 

Via Transaction Code CJ38 

 

On screen “SAP Easy Access”:  enter the transaction code ‘CJ38’ & press ‘Enter’ 

1. Enter the necessary data and choose Return. 
The Change Return: WBS Element Overview screen appears.  

2. Enter the corresponding data.  

Only the WBS elements where the Budget Return business transaction is allowed are ready for 

input. 

3. To select the timeframe for which you want to enter a return, choose Annual values -> Previous or 
Next.  

4. Enter the returns and choose Continue. 
As well as the returns, the system displays the updated view, for example the distributed value. You 
can use all other budget allocation functions for project returns, such as total up, adjustment, and so 
on.  

5. Save your returns. 

 

 

Enter Project 

Definition 

Click Here 
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Budget Transfer: 

In an area of responsibility, it is possible that the budget becomes tight for one project while the budget for 

another project is still adequate. Transfers enable you to make the budget for one project available to 

another project.  

The currency of the transfer must be permitted for both of the affected WBS elements. The WBS elements 

can belong to the same project, or to several projects. 

 

You can differentiate between: 

Transfers between different WBS elements in the same period. 

The sender and the recipient cannot belong to the same sub tree. 

Enter budget amount 

which to be Return from 

Project. 

Save 
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• Transfers between the same WBS element in different periods (also recourse or carry forward). 

• Transfers between different WBS elements in different years 

You cannot execute transfers in all project statuses. The WBS elements between which you want to transfer 

budget must have a status that permits the business transaction budget transfer.  

There are three different transfer transactions: 

• Budget Transfer Recipient 
If the WBS element has a status that allows this business transaction, the WBS element can receive 
budget during a transfer.  

• Budget Transfer Sender 
If the WBS element has a status that allows this business transaction, the WBS element can send 
budget during a transfer.  

• Budget Transfer (Transfer) 
If the WBS element has a status that allows this business transaction, the WBS element can send 
and receive budget during a transfer. 

Access transaction by: 

Via Menus SAP Menu -> Logistics -> Project System -> Controlling -> 

Budgeting -> Transfer 

Via Transaction Code CJ34 

 

• On screen “SAP Easy Access”:  enter the transaction code ‘CJ34’ & press ‘Enter’ 
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Transfer Budget 
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After entering Template data then “Enter”. 

Type the 

Years 

Click to over 

all Values 

Press Here 
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After entering and saving “Document get Posted.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select Sender WBS Select Receiver WBS Type the 

Amount 
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15. Document Management System: 

Trigger: It is required to link several documents in soft copy format to the project being executed. These 

documents could be drawings, worksheets, approval documents etc. 

BUSINESS PROCESS PROCEDURE OVERVIEW 

 
Person responsible for managing the project in the system will create document info record in the system, 
attach all relevant documents, and link it to the project. The attached document info record with all 
attachments can be viewed from the project builder transaction. 
 

 

Procedural Steps 

Document Management System  

Access transaction by: 

 

Via Menus Logistics > Project System  > Project  >  CJ20N Project Builder 

  

Via Transaction Code CJ20N 

On “SAP R/3 Screen”, enter information in the fields as specified in the table below: 

 
 

Press ENTER or if you put Transaction code click on  Green Check icon to advance to the next screen. 

 
The Next screen will be as below, 
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Viewing the document from Project Builder 

Once the document is attached to the project and saved, the document info record can be accessed from 

the Project Builder transaction: 
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You able to see document list and attached document to Project.  
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16. Project  Release For Execution: 

Overview 

Trigger   :   Project it is required that the concerned WBS status should be released. For any financial 

posting , generation purchase order or production order the WBS which is going get assigned should be 

released. 

Business Process Description Overview 

 
WBS release is a status change in the object required to be carried out. These requirements will be in the 
form planned orders for production and purchase requisitions for purchase department. 
Before releasing the WBS the WBS should be budgeted. 
 
Status of WBS controls various business transactions during Project lifecycle all project related work gets 
initiated with the status change in project. 
 

 

Input - Required Fields Field Value / Comments 

 
Project Definition  
 

 
Project definition code is to be entered  For eg.NPD-XXX-0003 

 

Output - Results Comments 

 
WBS will be released for further 
processing and requirements will be 
generated. 

 
Status management is an important aspect of project which 
ensures correct information flow in the project. 

  

 

Tips and Tricks 

• WBS has two types of status System Status and user status. 

• System status is concerned with various business processes going on the Object. 

• User status is concerned with restricting some system status with certain conditions. 
 

For Eg. 

Status of Project definition 
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Where   System status- CRTD means created 

We can see the details by clicking on   

Procedural Steps 

Change WBS status in Project 

Access transaction by: 

Via Menus Logistics > Project System  > Project  >  CJ20N Project Builder 

  

Via Transaction Code CJ20N 

On “SAP R/3 Screen”, enter information in the fields as specified in the table below: 

 

 
 

Press ENTER or if you put Transaction code click on  Green Check icon to advance to the next screen. 
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17. Purchase Requisition Process: 

Create Purchase requisition 

Trigger: Once the detail Costing is complete and approved, Procurment process needs to be initiated. The 

starting point for this process within the system is requirement specification in the form of a purchase 

requisition. A purchase requisition specifies the requirement by listing the items and quantities as costing. 

BUSINESS PROCESS PROCEDURE OVERVIEW 

 
Person responsible for the project creates a purchase requisition by listing the  items and its quantities. 
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Enter appropriate data and save the project. 
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Select the appropriate material and go to Edit – Componenet – Purachase Requisition  
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You can able to see Purchase Requisition generated in background. 

If you craete Purchase Requisition manually always account assignment category is Q so that WBS is 

mandatory and cost will book on WBS to projcet. 

 

Same way you can able to see Purchase Requiostion for Services. 
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Account Assignment Category always P and Item category D for creating Service PR for Project. 
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Purchase Requistion for Material converted into Purchase Order. 

 

 

Once Material Supply by vendor Goods Recipt done against Purchase Order. 
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Stock reflected as Project Stock  

 

Purchase Requistion for Services converted into Purchase Order. 
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Once Services is Supply by vendor Service Entry Sheet created against Purchase Order. 
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18. MRP Run on Project / WBS: 

Overview 

Trigger   :   Before running MRP (Material Requirement Planning) against the WBS in the Project it is 

required that the concerned WBS status should be released. For any financial posting , generation purchase 

order or production order the WBS which is going get assigned should be released. 

Business Process Description Overview 

 
WBS release is a status change in the object required to be carried out so that we can take MRP run on 
the WBS to generate our requirements to Production and purchase department. These requirements will 
be in the form planned orders for production and purchase requisitions for purchase department. 
 
Before releasing the WBS the WBS should be budgeted. 
 
Status of WBS controls various business transactions during Project lifecycle all project related work gets 
initiated with the status change in project. 

 

Input - Required Fields Field Value / Comments 

 
Project Definition  
 

 
Project definition code is to be entered For eg.  NPD-CWL-0003 

 

Output - Results Comments 

 
WBS will be released for further 
processing and thru MRP 
requirements will be generated. 

 
Status management is an important aspect of project which 
ensures correct information flow in the project. 

  

 

Tips and Tricks 

MRP Run  
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Click on Project Report 
 

 
 

 
Requirment generated as per type of material maintain in BOM.  
 
Once you take MRP run on WBS you can generate requirement list by T.Code MD4C 
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19. Project Closing 

Overview 

Trigger   :   Percentage of work completed of internal activities has to be entered in Project to move the 

project towards completion. Project needed to be closed operationally and financially. 

 Business Process Description Overview 

 
Project closure is done at two stages. 

1. Operational Closure: Here we are closing the project technically but still we can do the financial 
posting against the WBS but operational activities like purchase order, planned order could not 
be issued against this WBS. System gives status of TECO for technically completed objects. 

2. Financial closure : Project needed to be closed financially as all cost and revenues against this 
are fulfilled .All commitments against the object are closed and project can be closed financially 
so that any financial posting shouldn’t be possible with the WBS. System gives status of CLSD 
for closed objects. 

Both these status are reversible. 
 

 

Input - Required Fields Field Value / Comments 

 
Project Definition  
 

 
Project definition code is to be entered  For eg. NPD-CWL-0003 

 

Output - Results Comments 

 
Activity confirmation. 
 
WBS is Technically closed. 
  
WBS is Closed.( Financially Closed ) 

 
 

  

 

Tips and Tricks 

NA 

Procedural Steps 

Change Project 

Access transaction by: 
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Via Menus Logistics > Project System  > Project  >  CJ20N Project Builder 

  

Via Transaction Code CJ20N 

On “SAP R/3 Screen”, enter information in the fields as specified in the table below: 

 

 
 
 

Press ENTER or if you put Transaction code click on  Green Check icon to advance to the next screen. 
 

• Select the activity to be confirmed. On menu bar go to Edit �Activity �Confirm 
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Activity should be released 
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Field Name Description R/O/C User Action and Values Comments 

Processing 
Percentage 

Amount of work completed  R 
 

For e.g. 50% or 80% or 
100% 

 

Actual Start 
date 

Actual start date of the 
activity 

 R Enter date in DD-MM-
YYYY format 

 

Actual finish 
date 

Actual finish date of the 
activity 

 R Enter date in DD-MM-
YYYY format 

 

 

(NOTE:  On the above table, in column “R/O/C”; “R”=Required, “O”=Optional, “C”=Conditional) 
 

• Enter % of completion of processing.  

• Enter Start date & Finish date of the activity.Tick final confirmation in case of 100% completion.Click 
. 

 

After Confirmation System status will be  

 

As soon as you confirm the activity 100% system status will show CNF & MCNF ( confirmed and manually confirmed) 

Technical Closing of Activity. 

• Select Activity,on menu go to Edit � Status � Complete Technically � Set 
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• System Status changes to TECO (Technically Complete).  

• After status ‘TECO’ financial posting are not possible on the WBS Element. 

• After this WBS can be CLOSED. 

• Select WBS Element to be cosed,on menu bar go to Edit � Status � Close  � Set 
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• System Status will change to CLSD for WBS Element. 
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Project Report 

Poject Report 
 
CNS41 Project Overview With this report we can get structural as well as 

cost overview of the Project. 

ME5J Project wise Purchase 
requisition. 

 

ME2J Project wise Purchase 
Orders 

 

CN52N Project wise material 
allocation. 

 

CJI4 Plan Costs/Revenues  

CJI3 Actual Costs/Revenues  

MD4C Stock Requirements List  

MBBS Project Valuated Stock  

ZPSBGTCOST Project Budget Report  

S_ALR_87013538 Project Version 
comparison for Plan and 
Actual 

 

S_ALR_87013532 Costs- 
Plan/Actual/Variance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


